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Abstract

Several studies have been carried out to find an appropriate method to classify
the remote sensing data. Traditional classification approaches are all pixel-based,
and do not utilize the spatial information within an object which is an important
source of information to image classification. Thus, this study compared the pixel-
based and object-based classification algorithms using RapidEye satellite image of
Eti-Osa LGA, Lagos. In the object-oriented approach, the image was segmented
to homogenous areas by suitable parameters such as a scale parameter, compact-
ness, shape etc. Classification based on segments was done by a nearest neighbour
classifier. In the pixel-based classification, the spectral angle mapper was used to
classify the images. The user accuracy for each class using object-based classifica-
tion were 98.31% for water body, 92.31% for vegetation, 86.67% for bare soil and
90.57% for built up areas while the user accuracy for the pixel-based classification
were 98.28% for water body, 84.06% for vegetation 86.36% and 79.41% for built
up areas. These classification techniques were subjected to accuracy assessment
and the overall accuracy of the object-based classification was 94.47%, while that
of pixel-based classification yielded 86.64%. The results of classification and its
accuracy assessment show that the object-based approach gave more accurate and
satisfying results.
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Introduction

According to the findings of [2], geospatial specialists have theorized the possibility of develop-
ing a fully automated classification procedure that would be an improvement over pixel-based
procedures. Pixel-based procedures analyse the spectral properties of every pixel within an
area of interest, without taking into account the spatial or contextual information related to
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the pixel of interest. Since higher resolution satellite imagery is available, it could be used
to produce very accurate classifications [13]. Researchers have generally observed that when
pixel-based methods are applied to high-resolution satellite images a “salt and pepper” effect
was produced that contributed to the inaccuracy of the classification [4]. Thus object-based
classification seems to produce better results when applied to higher resolutions.

There exist computer software packages such as eCognition and Feature Analyst that have
been developed to utilize object-based classification procedures. These packages analyse both
the spectral and spatial/contextual properties of pixels and use a segmentation process and it-
erative learning algorithms to achieve a semi-automatic classification procedure that promises
to be more accurate than traditional pixel-based methods [3].

The concept of object-based image analysis as an alternative to pixel-based analysis was in-
troduced in 1970s [11]. The initial practical application was towards automation of linear
feature extraction. In addition to the limitation from hardware, software, poor resolution of
images and interpretation theories, the early application of object-based image analysis faced
obstacles in information fusing, classification validation, reasonable efficiency attaining, and
analysis automation [9]. Since the mid-1990s, hardware capability has increased dramatically
and high spatial resolution images [9] with increased spectral variability became available.
Pixel-based image classification encountered serious problems in dealing with high spatial
resolution images and thus the demand for object-based image analysis has increased [11].
Object-based image analysis works on objects instead of single pixels. The idea to classify
objects stems from the fact that most image data exhibit characteristic texture features which
are neglected in conventional classifications. In the early development stage of object-based
image analysis, objects were extracted from pre-defined boundaries, and the following classi-
fications based on those extracted objects exhibited results with higher accuracy, comparing
with those by pixel-based methods [7]. This technique classifying objects extracted from pre-
defined boundaries is applicable for agriculture plots or other land cover classes with clear
boundaries, while it is not suitable to the areas with no boundaries readily available, such as
semi-natural areas. Image segmentation is the solution for obtaining objects in areas without
pre-defined boundaries. It is a preliminary step in object-based image analysis.

Since image classification results are essential for decision making, the methods employed in
deriving this results needs to be investigated. In Nigeria, the image classification technique
being used is the pixel-based. Object-based method of image classification has not been
explored in Nigeria before now. Probably because of its cost which makes it difficult for an
individual and sometimes even for a cooperate entities to purchase the necessary data and
software tools. However, within this study high resolution satellite imagery (RapidEye, 5 m
resolution) was acquired. The object-based and the pixel-based classification were performed
and they results compared.

Material and Methods

The Study Area

Eti-Osa is a Local Government Area (LGA) in the Lagos Division of Lagos State, Nigeria lo-
cated within 6°26′N, 6°28′N and 3°26′E, 3°32′E. Eti-Osa LGA maintains its Eastern boundary
with Ibeju-Lekki LGA and its Western boundary with Lagos Island LGA where the Eti-Osa
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LGA was created from and was known then as the Lagos City Council. It also has its North-
ern boundary with the Lagoon and its Southern boundary with the Atlantic Ocean. Eti-Osa
LGA has a population of 283,791, which represents 3.11% of the state’s population. 158,858
of the total population are male while the remaining 124,933 are female.

Image Data

RapidEye satellite imagery data acquired in 2009 covering part of Eti-Osa LGA, Lagos State,
Nigeria was procured. The sensor type used in acquiring this imagery is the multi-spectral
push broom imager and is captures five spectral bands. These are: blue (440 – 510nm), green
(520 – 590nm), red (600 – 700nm), Red-Edge (690-730nm) and near-infrared bands (760 –
850nm). It also has a panchromatic band of 1m. The ground sampling distance at nadir
is 6.5 m and the orthorectified pixel size is 5 m with a swath width of 77 km [6]. Ground
co-ordinates of points within the study area were obtained using handheld GPS receiver, and
were used to both facilitate classification and carry out accuracy assessment.

Data Processing

ERDAS Imagine 2014 software was used in the pre-processing, pixel-based classification, and
post processing of the RapidEye satellite imagery covering the study area.

For the pixel-based classification, the satellite imagery was classified by pixel-based spectral
angle mapper (SAM) classifier. The signature file was generated and this involves the training
of classes. AOI (Areas of Interest) was created and used to train the land cover classes (water-
body, bare-soil, vegetation and built-up) for every class, random samples were taken across
the study area based on pixel spectra. The SAM Algorithm which is a supervised approach
was then applied. The Spectral Angle Mapper (SAM) algorithm is based on the assumption
that a single pixel of remote sensing images represents one certain ground cover material,
which can be uniquely assigned to only one ground cover class. This algorithm is based on
the measurement of the spectral similarity between two spectra. The spectral similarity can
be obtained by considering each spectrum as a vector in q -dimensional space, where q is the
number of bands [15, 16].

The eCognition Developer was used for the object-based classification of the RapidEye satel-
lite imagery. The extracted individual bands of the RapidEye scene acquired were stacked
together into a single multispectral image using ERDAS Imagine. ArcGIS 10.1 was used to
extract the shapefile of the study area from the digitized administrative map of Lagos state
and to produce the land cover map of the study area. The boundary shape file (.shp) of
Eti-Osa LGA was converted to an area of interest file (.aoi) which was used in sub-setting or
clipping the stacked multispectral RapidEye imageries.

For the object-based image classification, the image was divided into objects serving as build-
ing blocks for further analysis using the multi resolution segmentation algorithm in eCognition
software [1]. The segmentation was performed to group contiguous pixels into areas or seg-
ments that are homogenous and the following criteria were used: Scale: 450 Shape: 0.3 and
Compactness: 0.5. A pair of neighbouring image objects was merged into one large object.
This decision is made with local homogeneity attributes and can be defined by equation 1 [18].
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f =
i∑

i=1
Wi(nMerge σMerge − (nObj1 σObj1 + nObj2 σObj2 )) (1)

Where n is the number of bands and Wi is the weight for the current band, nMerge, nObj1
and nObj2 are respectively the number of pixels within merged object, initial object 1, and
initial object 2. Symbols σMerge, σObj1 , σObj2 are the variances of merged object, initial
object 1, and initial object 2 is the derived local tone heterogeneity weighted by the size of
image objects and summed over n image bands.

Once an image had been segmented, it was then classified at the segment level which is termed
object-based classification. The criteria or attributes mentioned above were used to label the
objects and were used further in the object-based nearest neighbour (NN) classification. It
is a supervised classification technique that classified all objects in the entire image based on
the selected samples and the defined statistics.

Accuracy Assessment

The results of the pixel-based and the object-based classification of the RapidEye image were
compared and their accuracy was assessed using 250 randomly generated reference points for
the image. The reference data were derived from the panchromatic band of the RapidEye
image for the study area. Then error matrices were generated and the assessment indices are
derived, including the producer’s accuracy, the user’s accuracy, and the kappa statistics. To
determine if the two classifications were significantly different at (α = 0.05), a Kappa analysis
and pair-wise Z-test were computed [5, 19].

K̂ = P0 − Pc

1− Pc
(2)

Z = |K̂1 − K̂2|√
var(K̂1) + var(K̂2)

(3)

Where Po represents actual agreement which is simply the number of instances that were
classified correctly throughout the entire error matrix, Pc represents “chance agreement”,
which is the accuracy the classifier would be expected to achieve based on the error matrix.
Pc is directly related to the number of each class, along with the number of instances that
the classifier agreed with the ground truth class and K̂1, K̂2 represents the Kappa coefficients
for the two classifications, respectively. The Kappa coefficient is a measure of the agreement
between observed and predicted values and whether that agreement is by chance [19].

Results and Analysis

A. RapidEye Colour Composite Imageries

Figure 1 shows the clipped RapidEye imagery of Eti-Osa LGA using the standard “true
colour” composite– bands 3, 2 and 1. Because the visible bands are used in this combination,
ground features appear in colours similar to their appearance to the human visual system,
healthy vegetation is green, roads are grey, and shorelines are white.
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Figure 1: Composite of 2009 RapidEye Satellite Imagery

B. Land Cover Maps

The land cover maps of the study area produced for the different classification types are
shown in Figures 2 and 3. Water bodies within the study area were depicted in colour blue
while vegetation cover within the study area was depicted with green. The classes which are
depicted in colour red represent built-up and bare soil is depicted with grey within Eti-Osa,
Lagos.

C. Accuracy Assessment

The diagonal elements of the error matrix indicate the correctly classified pixels, while the off
diagonal elements of the matrix indicate the wrongly classified pixels based on the comparison
of the panchromatic band of the image, data derived from the field and the classified image.
Table 1, gives the meaning of the code used in the subsequent Tables.

Table 1: Code used in Accuracy Report Tables

Code Meaning
WB water body
VG vegetation
BS bare soil
BU built-up
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Figure 2: Land Cover Map of the Study Area (Pixel-based Classification)

Figure 3: Land Cover Map of the Study Area (Object-based Classification)
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D. Accuracy Report

The results of the pixel-based and the object-oriented classification of the RapidEye image
are compared by accuracy assessment. A total of the 217 samples were selected randomly
for assessment. “Known” pixels from ground trothing were identified on the panchromatic
band used as the reference data. Then an error matrix was generated and the assessment
indices are given on Tables 2-3, including the producer’s accuracy, the user’s accuracy, and the
kappa statistics. An accuracy assessment was also performed on the object-based classification
results. The best classification result shows statistics of the training These statistics allow
one to compare which classes have been best classified. The result showed that water bodies
had the highest accuracy for object-based and pixel-based classification.

Table 2: Error Matrix and Accuracy Report (Pixel-based Classification)

Reference Data
Classified WB VG BS BU Total Producer Users
Data Accuracy Accuracy
WB 57 0 1 0 58 100% 98.28%
VG 0 58 0 11 69 89.23% 84.06%
BS 0 0 19 3 22 70.37% 86.36%
BU 0 7 7 54 68 79.41% 79.41%
Total 57 65 27 68 217

Overall Classifcation Accuracy = 86.64%

Table 3: Error Matrix and Accuracy Report (Object-based Classification)

Reference Data
Classified WB VG BS BU Total Producer Users
Data Accuracy Accuracy
WB 58 1 0 0 59 100% 98.31%
VG 1 60 3 1 65 95.24% 92.31%
BS 0 0 39 1 40 97.50% 86.67%
BU 0 2 3 48 53 96.00% 90.57%
Total 59 63 45 50 217

Overall Classifcation Accuracy = 94.47%

Kappa is a discrete multivariate technique that tests whether one data set is significantly
different from another. It is used to test whether two error matrices are significantly different
[5]. The two error matrices can be from different classifications, as might be the case when
conducting change detection, or Kappa may be used on only one error matrix by comparing
that error matrix to a hypothetical completely random error matrix. In other words, Kappa’s
associated test statistic KHAT tests how a classification performed relative to a hypothetical
completely randomly determined classification. An important property of Kappa is that it
uses the information contained in all of the cells of the error matrix, rather than only the
diagonal elements, to estimate the accuracy of the classification [10]. The KHAT statistic
ranges from 0 to 1. A KHAT value of 0.75 means that the classification accounts for 75%
more of the variation in the data than would a hypothetical completely random classification.
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A general framework for interpreting KHAT values was introduced by [10, 14]. They recom-
mended that KHAT values greater than 0.8 represent strong agreement, values between 0.4
and 0.8 represent moderate agreement, and values below 0.4 represent poor agreement [10].
The Tables below show the kappa statistics for the two methods of classification employed.

Table 4: Kappa Statistics (Pixel-based Classification)

Class Name Kappa
Waterbody 0.9766
Vegetation 0.7724
Bare Soil 0.8443
Built-up 0.8443
Overall Kappa Statistics = 0.8153

Table 5: Kappa Statistics (Object-based Classification)

Class Name Kappa
Waterbody 0.9842
Vegetation 0.8200
Bare Soil 0.8962
Built-up 0.9235
Overall Kappa Statistics = 0.8674

Comparison of Pixel-Based and Object-Based Classification

From the Tables, it can be seen that the object-oriented classification produced more accurate
results, the overall accuracy are 7.83% more than the pixel-based classification. Moreover,
in the case of the pixel-based classification due to utilization of only spectral information of
pixels in image data, the results looks like pepper-and-salt picture.

i. Representation of Land Cover Classes by Pixels

The Table 6 is a matrix of the number of pixels that were classified per land cover class for
each of the two methods. In this Table, the numbers of pixel belonging to the same class of
classified were compared.

Table 6: Matrix of Classified Pixels

Number of Pixels
Land Cover Class Pixel-Based Object-Based
Bare Soil 7007 1290
Built-up 24984 6260
Vegetation 25534 3910
Water Body 17936 1380
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ii. Similarities and Differences Based on the Classified Pixels

Table 6 shows that the comparison between pixel-based and object-based classification is
possible and that the results of the two classifiers follow a general trend. However, the
results from the object-based classification show rather low number of classified pixels; this is
because in the case of the object-based classification, pixels have been grouped in the process
of segmentation into objects. Table 6 indicates that dominant land cover within the study area
is the vegetation land cover. This is followed by built-up land cover class. These results are
clearly displayed by both the object-based and the pixel-based classification; however, in all
cases the pixel-based classification identified more pixels than the object-based classification.

Discussion

Pixel-based and object-based image classification methods have their own advantages and
disadvantages depending upon their area of application and most importantly the remote
sensing datasets that are used for information extraction [9]. Traditional pixel-based classi-
fication makes use of combined spectral responses from all training pixels for a given class.
Hence, the resulting signature comprises responses from a group of different land covers in the
training samples. Thus, the classification system for pixel-based ignores the effect of mixed
pixels [12]. However, the object-based classification uses the nearest neighbour classification
(NN classification) technique because intelligent image objects are used with multi-resolution
segmentation in combination with supervised classification. Pixel-based classification ap-
proach has many disadvantages when compared to object-based classification, especially in
high resolution satellite data processing. Though proved to be highly successful with low to
moderate spatial resolution data, pixel-based classification produces quite a lot unsatisfac-
tory classification accuracy results with high resolution images. The use of spatial information
from neighborhood or adjacent pixels remains a critical drawback to pixel-based image clas-
sification.

Object-based classification approach covers the drawbacks of pixel-based classification ap-
proach and results in outstanding classification accuracies (7.83% higher overall accuracy
than the pixel-based approach in our test). This is consistent with other studies that have
shown object-based methods performs better than the pixel-based methods when applied to
high resolution satellite images [8, 17]. The object-based approach provided a significantly
higher user’s accuracy in the built up land cover category with an increase of 11.16%. This
was largely due to the better differentiation between the built up class and vegetation class
using the object-based approach [13]. The bare soil land cover class yielded similar accura-
cies using both the pixel-based and object-based approaches, demonstrating that both types
of classification methods may be beneficial to land managers and researchers interested in
studying them. Object-based classification can use not only spectral information of land
types, but also use pixels’ spatial position, shape characteristics, texture parameters and the
relationship between contexts, which effectively avoid the “salt & pepper phenomenon” and
greatly improve the accuracy of classification.

After undertaking adequate literature survey, it can be observed that for high resolution satel-
lite image classification, object-based classification approach is considered the most suitable
approach by most of the researchers as compared to pixel-based classification. The tradi-
tional pixel-based classification cannot make the best use of the relationship between pixel
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and pixels around it, which makes the classification results, become incoherent. In almost
all the case studies, object-based classification approach resulted in greater accuracy ranging
from 84% to 89% (approximately).

Conclusion

In this research, pixel-based and object-based image classification was performed on Rapid-
Eye satellite imagery with a 6.5m spatial resolution. The image was classified by pixel-based
spectral angle mapper classifier, and object-based nearest neighbour classifier, respectively.
Accuracy assessment results showed that object-based image classification obtained higher
accuracy than pixel-based classification. This study showed that the object-based image clas-
sification has advantage over the pixel-based classification for high spatial resolution images.
The object-based method is recommended as an image classification method for high resolu-
tion images given its superiority in terms of appearance and statistical accuracy as compared
to the pixel-based method. This report has only investigated the object-based method of
image classification on RapidEye satellite image; it has not made an assessment on other high
resolution images. It is therefore recommended that other high resolution imageries should
be assessed.
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